Call for Papers
First Conference in Behavioral Economics and Financial Literacy
November 28-29, 2016
UOC Universitat Oberta de Catalunya, Barcelona (Spain)
We invite submissions of papers on all aspects of behavioural economics and financial literacy,
to be considered for presentation at the inaugural conference in Behavioural Economics and
Financial Literacy (BEFL). Submissions may be in the form of completed papers or extended
abstracts.
The aim of this conference is to bring together both empirical and theoretical researchers on all
aspects of behavioural economics and financial literacy. We welcome papers that examine the
financial decisions of individuals, groups and organizations, and the interaction between
financial literacy and behavioral economics. We also encourage submissions from all other
areas within behavioural and experimental economics.
BEFL 2016 will take place on the campus of the Universitat Oberta de Catalunya (Barcelona).
The program will span from the morning of November 28 to the afternoon of November 29,
and will comprise two keynote speeches in addition to several paper presentations. It will offer
ample opportunity for discussion and interaction.
Online submission is open. Full papers and extended abstracts can be submitted in PDF format
until October 10, 2016.

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS

Professor Masao Ogaki, Keio University, Japan
Professor Morris Altman, University of Newcastle, Australia

PAPER SUBMISSION
Researchers interested in presenting a paper are requested to submit a one-page summary
(extended abstract) and, preferably, a full paper latest by October 10th, 2016. Please send your
submissions to beflconference@gmail.com. We encourage researchers to submit their abstracts
before the deadline if possible, and will inform them of our decision within ten days of
submission.
CONFERENCE FEES
There is no registration or conference fee for accepted papers, but participants are responsible
for their own travel and accommodation expenses.
FURTHER INFORMATION: For more information check the conference website here.
CONFERENCE ORGANIZERS:
Elisabet Ruiz-Dotras, Universitat Oberta de Catalunya
Vikas Kakkar, City University of Hong Kong
CONTACT: For questions about the conference, please send an e-mail to
beflconference@gmail.com.

